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ABSTRACT 

Multiple days assessments are frequent for the evaluation of candidates to living kidney 

donation, combined with an early GFR estimation (eGFR). Living kidney donation is 

questionable when eGFR is <90 ml/min/1.73 m2 (KDIGO guidelines) or 80 ml/min/1.73 m2 

(most US centres). However, age-related GFR decline results in a lower eGFR for older 

candidates. That may limit the number of older kidney donors. Yet, continuing the screening 

with a GFR measure increases the number of eligible donors. We hypothesized that in-depth 

screening should be proposed to all candidates with a normal eGFR for age. We compared the 

evolution of eGFR after donation between three groups of predonation eGFR: normal for age 

(Sage) higher than 90 or 80 ml/min/1.73 m2 (S90 and S80, respectively); across three age groups 

(<45, 45-55, >55 years) in a population of 1825 French living kidney donors with a median 

follow-up of 5.9 years. In donors younger than 45, postdonation eGFR, absolute- and relative-

eGFR variation were not different between the three groups. For older donors, postdonation 

eGFR was higher in S90 than in S80 or Sage but other comparators were identical. Postdonation 
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eGFR slope was comparable between all groups. Our results are in favour of in-depth screening 

for all candidates to donation with a normal eGFR for age. 

Introduction 

Evaluation of candidates to living kidney donation is a challenge for living kidney donor 

programmes since only 10-20% of candidates proceed to donation [1,2]. Most centres screen 

one candidate at a time and adopt a multiple-step screening (i.e. a progressive screening that 

consists in multiple days assessment) [3]. This approach limits the number of candidates who 

undergo in-depth evaluation to reduce the burden of the screening. 

However, quality measures for living kidney donation include among others, equitability 

(number of transplantation performed) and timeliness (delay to assess suitability for living 

kidney donation) [4]. A higher number of transplantations and a shorter evaluation time of 

donors are both considered as positive markers. Yet, there exists inefficiencies in the donor 

evaluation process that may delay donation with significant consequences for the donor, the 

recipient and the healthcare system [5]. For the benefit of transplant recipients and living 

donors, all the barriers to screening candidates must be lifted. 

Evaluation of glomerular filtration rate (GFR) is a potential bottleneck in the screening process, 

because a gold standard GFR measurement requires specific skills that may not be available 

everywhere. Hence, systematic and unanticipated GFR measurement may lengthen the 

screening process. Accordingly, Lentine et al. [6] suggested that streamlining GFR evaluation 

could be a potential solution. Such an approach implies that screening could be halted early 

(before GFR measurement) for some candidates. That would probably accelerate the screening 

process (improve timeliness). On the contrary, we demonstrated that an “in-depth” evaluation of 

renal function (a measure of GFR with an exogenous tracer) significantly increases the number 

of donors (increases equitability) [7]. The Kidney Disease Improving Global Outcomes (KDIGO) 

guidelines for living kidney donation provide a frame to ensure the safety of donation, maximize 

equitability and improve timeliness. For those guidelines, living kidney donation with an 

estimated GFR (eGFR) <90 ml/min/ 1.73 m2 is questionable and the decision to authorize 

donation must include an evaluation of lifetime-predicted end stage kidney disease risk (ESKD) 

[8]. Based on these estimators, (eGFR and ESKD risk) one may be tempted to halt the screening 

process, considering that further evaluation is futile (improve timeliness). In clinical practice in 

2017, 74% of US centres use a decision-threshold of 80 ml/min/1.73 m2 for living kidney 

donation [9]. 

Yet, physiological data show that GFR declines with ageing. Hence, eGFR of older candidates is 

more frequently <90 ml/min/1.73 m2 than it is for younger candidates. In other words, a single 

eGFR threshold of 90 ml/min/1.73 m2, that is independent from age, may lead clinicians to 

question eligibility more frequently for older candidates than for younger candidates simply 

because GFR declines with ageing. In fact, older candidates are significant contributors to living 

kidney donation in France (30.7% of donors ≥ 56 years) [10] and in the USA (27.8% of donors 

≥ 50 years) [11] and more importantly, the proportion of older donors increased significantly in 

both countries until 2017. This interpretation of eGFR independently from age may significantly 
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reduce the pool of older donors because it may result in halting the screening more frequently 

for older candidates than for their younger counterparts. 

For this reason, we hypothesized that screening should be continued for all candidates with a 

normal eGFR for age. To test our hypothesis, we considered the evolution of eGFR after 

donation, among effective living kidney donors, as a comparator of interest. First, postdonation 

GFR is a “safety belt” in case kidney disease would occur after donation [12-14]. Second, 

postdonation eGFR is an independent predictor of an increased ESKD risk after donation [15] 

and may thus serve as a proxy for long-term ESKD risk evaluation. 

In this study, we compared postdonation eGFR and postdonation eGFR trajectories between 

three groups of donors defined by their predonation eGFR: normal for age, ≥90 ml/min/1.73 m2 

or ≥80 ml/min/1.73 m2, in a cohort of French living kidney donors. 

Patients and method 

COHORT 

We obtained data on all living kidney donors in France between 2006 and 2017 from the 

CRISTAL-donneur registry. Donor selection was performed in accordance with French 

guidelines for living kidney donation [16]. As this study is focused on postdonation eGFR, we 

included donors who had at least three creatinine measures after donation (of which at least 

50% were performed after the first year after donation). Creatinine measures were collected 

during routine follow-up required by transplant centres. Donors whom baseline creatinine 

measurement was not available in the registry were excluded from the analysis. According to 

French law, retrospective studies on anonymized data do not require the authorization of an 

ethical committee [17]. Data on the whole renal transplantation activity in France are publicly 

available on the “Agence de Biomedecine” website [18]. Data are available from the authors 

upon reasonable request. 

CALCULATED VARIABLES 

The glomerular filtration rate was estimated (eGFR) with the Chronic Kidney Disease 

Epidemiology formula [19]. eGFR was calculated before donation and at all time points after 

donation. Absolute eGFR variation (expressed in ml/min/1.73 m2) corresponds to the difference 

between postdonation eGFR (at each time point of creatinine measure after donation) and 

predonation eGFR. Relative eGFR variation (expressed in % of predonation eGFR) corresponds 

to the ratio of postdonation eGFR/predonation eGFR (at each time point of creatinine measure 

after donation). For each donor, the slope of eGFR variation, after donation, was calculated by 

linear regression. The body mass index (BMI) was calculated from height and weight as follows: 

weight/ height2 (height expressed in meters and weight in kilograms). 

We divided donors in three age-groups (<45, 45-55 and >55 years) according to the percentage 

of cumulative incidence of ESKD in France, as previously reported [10,20]. Briefly, in France, 

10% of incident ESKD patients are younger than 45% and 25% are younger than 55 years. 
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Stratification by cumulative percentage of ESKD risk incidence, permits comparisons between 

countries with different age-distributed ESKD incidence [20]. 

COMPARISON BETWEEN EGFR THRESHOLDS 

We defined three eGFR groups: (i) Sage corresponds the group of donors with a predonation 

eGFR normal for age as defined by Pottel et al. [21] (eGFR ≥80.7 ml/ min/1.73 m2 for <40 years 

of age and ≥80.7 * 0.988(Age- 40) ml/min/1.73 m2 for ≥40 years of age). (ii) S90 corresponds to the 

group of donors with a predonation eGFR ≥90 ml/min/1.73 m2 (KDIGO guidelines [8]). (iii) S80 

corresponds to the group of donors with a predonation eGFR ≥80 ml/min/1.73 m2 (reported to 

be used in the US population of donors [22]). It must be noted that a given donor may be 

included in different groups. For example, all donors with an eGFR ≥90 ml/ min/1.73 m2 belong 

to the group Sage (because their eGFR is normal for age) and to the group S90 (because their eGFR 

is superior to 90 ml/min/1.73 m2). 

At each time point of creatinine measure after donation, we compared, between the three 

groups, postdonation eGFR, absolute eGFR variation, relative eGFR variation. We counted the 

number of donors with a postdonation eGFR, 1 year after donation, lower than 50 ml/min/1.73 

m2, between 50 and 70 ml/min/1.73 m2 or higher than 70 ml/min/1.73 m2. We chose these 

thresholds based on the publication by Massie et al. [15] showing different ESKD risk according 

to 6-month postdonation eGFR. We compared the slope of postdonation eGFR variation between 

the three groups. We counted the number of donors with a positive eGFR slope after donation 

(>1 ml/min/1.73 m2/year), a null slope comprised between —1 and +1 ml/min/1.73 m2/ year 

and a negative slope lower than —1 ml/min/ 1.73 m2/year. 

Last, we compared the subgroup of donors with a normal eGFR for age but lower than 90 

ml/min/ 1.73 m2 to the subgroup of donors with a normal eGFR for age but higher than 90 

ml/min/1.73 m2 (S90). 

STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

Baseline characteristics are presented as mean and standard deviation (SD). Statistical 

significance of the difference between groups was tested with the Kruskal-Wallis test. A p-value 

lower than 0.05 was considered as significant. All analyses were performed with R (R Core Team 

(2018). R: A language and environment for statistical computing. R Foundation for Statistical 

Computing, Vienna, Austria. URL https://www.R-project.org/.) with the use of the ggplot2 

package [23]. The study complies with the STROBE requirement for retrospective studies. 

Results 

DONORS 

A total of 4432 individuals donated a kidney between 2006 and 2017. Among them, 1825 were 

included in the analysis. The flow chart is presented in Fig. 1. Donors included in the analysis 

were slightly older (51.0 ± 11.1 years vs. 49.0 ± 11.6; P < 0.001) and their predonation eGFR 
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was slightly lower (94.5 ± 14.2 vs. 97.0 ± 14.2 ml/min/1.73 m2, P < 0.001) than donors not 

included. Characteristics of donors included in the study are summarized in Table S1. The 

median follow-up of included donors was 5.9 years [IQR 4.08.0 years]. Mean age was different 

between the three eGFR groups (47.7 ± 10.7 years for S90; 49.7 ± 11.0 years for S80; 51.1 ± 

11.2 years for Sage; P < 0.001). In Table 1, we summarize the characteristics of donors by age- 

and eGFR-group. Characteristics of donors were not different between eGFR-groups for those 

younger than 45. On the contrary, for donors older than 55, the Sage group, had a lower 

predonation eGFR compared to S90 (87.1 ± 10.1 vs. 96.4 ± 4.3 ml/ min/1.73 m2, P < 0.001). 

Mean predonation eGFR of included and excluded donors, in each eGFR-group (S90, S80 and Sage) 

are presented in Table S2. 

ONE-YEAR POSTDONATION EGFR 

We compared the distribution of 1-year postdonation eGFR (Table 2) between the three groups. 

The S90 group had the lowest proportion of individuals with a 1-year postdonation eGFR ≤50 

ml/min/1.73 m2 and the highest proportion of donors with a 1-year postdonation eGFR >70 

ml/min/1.73 m2, only in age groups “45-55 years” and “>55 years”. For donors younger than 45, 

the proportion of donors with a postdonation eGFR ≤50 ml/min/1.73 m2 was similar between 

the three groups. When the population of donors was not stratified by age, the S90 group had a 

higher 1-year postdonation eGFR at all time points after donation (Fig. 2a). 

POSTDONATION EGFR TRAJECTORIES 

The eGFR trajectories were similar between all groups, with a gradual increase overtime 

irrespective of the age category. Donors older than 45 in the S90 group exhibited higher eGFR 

over years, compared to those in the S80 and Sage groups. For donors younger than 45, eGFR was 

not different between the three groups. Of note, we observed a plateauing eGFR for older donors 

in the S90 group (Fig. 2b). Similar observations were made separately for female and male 

donors (Fig. S1a). 
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Figure 1. Flow chart of donors included in the study 

 

ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE EGFR VARIATION 

Absolute eGFR loss was significantly higher for S90 than for S80 or Sage (Fig. 3a) especially for 

donors older than 45. In the whole population not stratified by age, 5-year absolute eGFR 

variation was —31.4 ± 10.6 ml/min/ 1.73 m2, —30.3 ± 10.6 ml/min/1.73 m2, —28.8 ± 10.8 

ml/min/1.73 m2 for S90, S80 and Sage, respectively (P < 0.01). 

Relative eGFR loss was however not different between groups, regardless of age categories (Fig. 

3b). As an example, 5 years after donation, relative eGFR loss was 31 ± 10% for all groups. 

Similar observations were made separately for female and male donors (Fig. S1b, c). 

SLOPE OF EGFR VARIATION 

Slope of postdonation eGFR was calculated individually for each donor by linear regression on at 

least three creatinine measures after donation. On average, there were 5.2 ± 2.2 creatinine 

measures after donation in the S90 group; 5.2 ± 2.1 creatinine measures and 5.3 ± 2.2 creatinine 

measures in S80 and Sage groups, respectively (P = 0.33, between groups). The mean follow-up 

was 6.1 ± 2.5 years in the S90 group, 6.1 ± 2.5 years, 6.2 ± 2.6 years, for S80 and Sage, groups, 

respectively (P = 0.82, between groups). 

Mean slope of postdonation eGFR was similar for all eGFR-groups and across all age-groups (Fig. 

4). In the whole cohort, mean slopes were +0.8 ± 2.6 ml/min/ 1.73 m2/year; +0.8 ± 2.8 

ml/min/1.73 m2/year; +0.8 ± 2.7 ml/min/1.73 m2/year; for S90, S80 and Sage, respectively (P = 

0.89). Table 3 summarized the number of donors with a slope higher than +1 ml/min/1.73 m2 

per year, lower than —1 ml/min/1.73 m2 per year or in-between (the ‘stable’ subjects), for each 

group. Proportion of donors in each category of eGFR slope was comparable between the three 

groups (P = 0.45). Characteristics of donors in each group of postdonation eGFR slope are 

summarized in Table 4. 

Finally, donors with a normal eGFR for age but lower than 90 ml/min/1.73 m2 had a positive and 

similar postdonation slope as compared to those in the S90 group (0.8 ± 2.6 ml/min/1.73 
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m2/year vs. 0.7 ± 2.7 ml/min/1.73 m2/year, respectively P = 0.31). Postdonation evolution of 

eGFR, absolute variation and relative variation are presented in Fig. S2. 
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Table 1. Characteristics of included donors by age and eGFR groups. 

 

Table 2. Distribution of postdonation eGFR by age and eGFR groups 
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Figure 2 Postdonation evolution of donors’ eGFR between three different predonation eGFR groups 

(either ≥90 (S90) ≥ or 80 (S80) ml/min/1.73 m2) or normal for age (Sage). (a) Evolution over time. 

Numbers above each time point represent the number of donors with available creatinine measure at the 

corresponding time point. 

****P < 0.001. (b) Evolution over time and according to donors’ age. Grey zones represent the 95% 

confidence interval. 
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Figure 3. Pre/Postdonation variation of donor’s eGFR between three different predonation eGFR groups 

(either ≥90 (S90) ≥ or 80 (S80) ml/min/ 1.73 m2) or normal for age (Sage). (a) Absolute variation over time 

and according to donors’ age. (b) Relative variation over time and according to donors’ age. Grey zone 

represents the 95% confidence interval. 

 

Figure 4. Postdonation slope of donors’ eGFR between tthree different predonation eGFR groups (either 

≥90 (S90) > or 80 (S80) ml/min/ 1.73 m2) or normal for age (Sage) and according to donors’ age. 
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Table 3. Number of donors by postdonation eGFR slope class and predonation eGFR. 

 

The P-value of the Chi squared test is 0.45. 

Table 4. Characteristics of donors according to eGFR slope. 

 

BMI, body mass index. 
Data are presented as mean and standard deviation. eGFR are calculated with the CKD-EPI formula 

DISCUSSION 

Five years after donation, relative eGFR variation (as a surrogate of the compensatory response) 

was not different between eGFR groups. Similarly, we found that regardless of age, postdonation 

eGFR slopes and their distributions were similar between eGFR-groups. On the contrary, one 

year after donation, eGFR was different between the three groups only for donors older than 45. 

Similarly, overtime after donation, the S90 group had a higher eGFR only for donors older than 

45. These observations on postdonation data suggest that in-depth evaluation, including GFR 

measurement, should be proposed to all individuals with a normal eGFR for age. 

We reported that older age was associated with a lower predonation mGFR and eGFR [7,24]. In 

the present study, we extend this observation to postdonation eGFR: donors with the lowest 

postdonation eGFR are also the oldest. Given a shorter remaining lifetime exposure to ESKD risk, 

older donors may be at much lower risk of ESKD than their younger counterparts [25]. This has 

already been confirmed for young black donors in the United States who are at higher risk 

compared to older donors [26]. The lower eGFR one year after donation for the Sage group 

compared to the S90 group, may be a direct consequence of age-differences between groups. 

This observation puts emphasis on age as a determinant of pre- and postdonation eGFR. 

Yet, the association between lower postdonation eGFR and increased ESKD risk still holds true 

after adjusting on donor’ age [15] as reported by Massie et al. In this study, median donors’ age 

was 5 to 10 years lower than in our study and maximum follow-up was 10 years. Remarkable it 
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may be among living kidney donor studies, such a follow-up may not capture all ESKD events, 

especially for younger donors who are at very low ESKD risk at donation. In other words, it takes 

longer for a young donor to develop ESKD than it takes for an older donor. As exampled by 

Steiner, a follow-up of 40 years would be required to observe all the expected cases of ESKD 

among donors younger than 35 in the United States [25]. While we do not question that low 

postdonation eGFR is associated with higher risk of subsequent ESKD, we believe that available 

data underestimate the magnitude of the association among younger donors. If so, a lower eGFR 

after donation, among older donors, may not reflect the same amount of donation-attributed 

ESKD risk as a lower eGFR after donation among younger donors. Reassuringly, we observed no 

differences between postdonation eGFR among donors younger than 45 in the three groups. 

The compensatory response and eGFR slope in the Sage group are not different from those 

observed in the S90 group. This is in agreement with the observation by Lam et al. [27] 

comparing eGFR evolution after living kidney donation across different predonation eGFR 

groups. Likewise, the proportion of donors with a positive or a negative postdonation eGFR 

slope was similar between the three groups, even though donors were younger in the S90 group 

than in the Sage group. Those donors with a negative slope are potentially at the highest risk of 

developing ESKD and would need to be thoroughly phenotyped. We were, however, unable to 

identify any baseline characteristic that was significantly associated with a negative eGFR slope 

after donation (Table 4). 

Our study has limitations. As a retrospective study, selection bias is possible. Only a fraction of 

donors was included and we observed that the population of donors with a follow-up was not 

statistically identical to the group of donors who did not have a follow-up. Yet, differences 

between populations are of little clinical relevance and the difference in predonation eGFR 

between eGFR groups tended to be higher for included donors than for excluded donors, 

suggesting that including the whole population may have reduced observed differences between 

groups (that would not have changed our conclusion). Second, the number of included donors 

was mainly limited by our expectations on post-donation creatinine measures. To provide 

robust results on postdonation eGFR trends, we included only donors without missing data, with 

at least 3 creatinine measures after donation and for whom at least 50% of creatinine measures 

were available at least 1 year after donation. By doing so, we can provide postdonation eGFR 

slopes calculated with a mean of 5.2 measures of creatinine after donation. Unfortunately, blood 

pressure, albuminuria and proteinuria are not available in the registry. Similarly, we could not 

evaluate the impact of birth weight, fasting blood glucose, ethnicity or renal volume on 

postdonation eGFR as those data are absent from the registry. These factors may be associated 

with a declining eGFR postdonation and may have different distribution between groups. Yet, 

differences between individuals are likely to be modest because all participants were in 

sufficiently good health to donate a kidney. Of note, because of the absence of ‘ethnicity’ in the 

registry we did not correct eGFR for donors of African ancestry. The follow-up after donation 

was limited as data range from 2006 to 2017. It is possible that longer follow-up would have 

resulted in different eGFR slopes after donation as suggested by a recent study by Kasiske et al. 

who found a positive GFR slope between 6 months and 3 years after donation, but a slightly 

negative measured GFR slope between 3 and 9 years [28]. We also cannot explain the eGFR 

plateau observed for older donors in the S90 group, while other age-groups experience a 
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continuous eGFR increase. It is possible that those donors already had a “hyper-filtration” before 

donation that limited eGFR increase after donation [29]. 

Differences in postdonation eGFR between Sage and S90 were not significant for donors younger 

than 45. For older donors, an age-adapted interpretation of eGFR resulted in lower postdonation 

eGFR but comparable compensatory response to nephrectomy between groups. More 

importantly, the proportion of donors with a negative eGFR slope was comparable between the 

three groups. 

We focused this study on eGFR interpretation as a potential barrier to in-depth screening of 

candidates to donation. An eGFR below 90 or 80 ml/min/1.73 m2 is questionable for living 

kidney donation and may prematurely halt the screening for would-be healthy donors when 

considering age in the interpretation of eGFR [7]. We do not state that all candidates with a 

normal eGFR for age would be eligible to donation. We believe that measured GFR is the gold 

standard for the evaluation of predonation GFR for living kidney donors and this study was not 

designed to evaluate the safety of a screening based on eGFR. However, eGFR is unambiguously 

part of the screening of all candidates to donation. Our results show that candidates with a 

normal eGFR for age who become effective kidney donors do not have a poorer postdonation 

renal function as compared with those having a predonation eGFR >90 ml/min/ 1.73 m2. This 

study demonstrates that, among all candidates with a normal eGFR for age, there exists a pool of 

individuals that would make healthy living kidney donors. In line with this observation, a one 

day donor assessment model, that potentially lifts the ‘eGFR-related’ barrier to in-depth 

screening, is associated with an increase in living kidney donation [30]. 

In conclusion, donors with a normal eGFR for age (Sage) are older than donors with an eGFR >90 

ml/min/ 1.73 m2 (S90) and differences in postdonation eGFR are partly attributable to this age-

difference. Other comparators (slope, relative eGFR, distribution of slopes) were not different 

between groups. Our results are in favour of in-depth screening for all candidates to donation 

with a normal eGFR for age. 
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Figure S1. (a) Postdonation evolution of donors’ eGFR between three different predonation 

eGFR groups (either ≥90 (S90) ≥ or 80 (S80) ml/min/1.73 m2) or normal for age (Sage). (b) 

Absolute eGFR variation after donation between three different predonation eGFR groups 

(either ≥90 (S90) ≥ or 80 (S80) ml/min/1.73 m2) or normal for age (Sage). (c) Relative eGFR 

variation after donation (as compared to predonation eGFR) between three different 

predonation eGFR groups (either ≥90 (S90) ≥ or 80 (S80) ml/min/1.73 m2) or normal for age 

(Sage). 

Figure S2. For donors with a normal eGFR for age at donation, comparisons between those 

with an eGFR higher or lower than 90 ml/min/1.73 m2. 

Table S1. Characteristics of donors included in the analysis. 

Table S2. Mean pre-donation eGFR in each eGFR-group. 
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